
Carr Mill Primary School 

Using our science principles



Summary of Content

This is a great example of where the science 
principles support both teaching and 
learning.

We particularly like  it when the children 
reflect on the lesson by adding their 
comments on the classroom principles 
posters.



What the school says

• Creating and following the science principles 
has ensured that all staff plan and deliver 
science lessons that are at least good. 

• The science principles have also been used 
with the Governing body to develop their 
understanding of where we currently are and 
where we aspire to be.



What we did

• Staff recorded their ideas of “Science is good 
when…” on post-its. These were ranked in order 
of popularity and discussed honestly. 

• We then ranked our top ten in order of 
importance with the understanding that these ten 
principles 

• Eight principles now underpin the teaching and 
learning of science in our school. 



Our Science principles
1. Children are engaged

2. Children are actively learning

3. Children ask questions

4. It is inspiring (children want to do more in their own time)

5. Children challenge their own thinking

6. Children demonstrate their own learning (apply in different 
contexts/talk about it)

7. It is relevant to the child/their environment

8. It is practical, investigative and fun



My plant 

needs soil to 

grow

Recording

We use the science 

principles ….



P1 - We are engaged …

Predicting

Exploring

Observing

Science supports other areas 

of the curriculum

Links to outside agencies
Solving real problems



What’s 

under his 

shell?

Sharing our 

achievements 

with everyone 

P5 - We reflect on our science

Curiosity is encouraged

Actively engaged 



P2 - We are actively learning…

Find 

something 

prickly…

Look closely

Visitors
Talking boxes 



P3 - We ask questions…

Solving real 

problems



High quality displays

and high expectations

P3 – We ask and answer our 

own questions Extending learning 

at home 



P4 - We want to do more…

Extending learning 

at home 

We are engaged in 
our own learning



P5 - We challenge our own thinking…

Objective achieved and self-assessed 



P6 - We can tell you what 

we have learned and show 

you in other lessons …

Making 

moon 

buggies

Science supports and links with 

other curriculum areas 

Music 

Design Technology
Art



Measuring

Report writing 

ICT and Self-assessment 

Collecting data 

Hooks for learning

P6 - We apply our learning 

in different contexts



Down on the 
allotments

Our outdoor classroom

We value science 

We are actively engaged;

We enjoy science;  

Science supports other 

curriculum areas; 

We have links to outside 

agencies

P7 – It is relevant to me and my environment



P4 - Our families 

get involved…

“We had great fun creating a 

science costume and I have loved 

seeing science in school, it has 

changed since I came here!” 

Family workshops (D2)



P8 - It is practical, investigative and fun!

Actively engaged 



Science Safari
Science principles in action



The scientific enquiry 

book, has helped me 

get children to think 

and open up more 

discussion. 

CPD gave us the 

opportunity to plan 

activities related to 

scientific enquiry and share 

good practice from other 

teachers.

We were able to 

think about the 

learners in our class 

and what they 

thought was good.

I have a better subject knowledge  as a 
result of thinking about science in 

different year groups!

It was good to see 
different approaches 
towards delivering a 

science concept
It improves my 

subject knowledge 

and confidence…

For staff ….



The impact for our school was .....

• Staff and children know what to expect and 
what is expected of them in order for science 
to be good. 

• Reference to science principles during 
planning ensures a balance between working 
scientifically and learning scientific facts. 

• Children reflect on the lesson by adding their 
comments on the classroom principles 
posters.



Science Subject Leaders Comments

These lessons take the children’s interests into 
account as we seek their opinion before, 
during and after episodes of learning. 
Children can be relied upon for their honesty 
(sometimes ruthless!) so in seeking their 
feedback we can be certain that all of our 
children are actively engaged in their own 
learning and achievement.



What we will do next

We are going to use this process as a model for 

other curriculum areas to ensure that teaching 

and learning is at least good.


